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"¡ know· what you 're thinking. 'Did
he fire six shots or only five?' Well,
to tell you the truth, in all thisexcitement 1 kind of lost track myself. But
/being as this is a .44 Magnum, the
most powerfol handgun in the world,
and would blow your head clean off,
you 've got to ask yourself one question: 'Do ¡ feel lucky?' Well, do ya,
punk?"
- Harry Callaban,
Dirty Harry (1971)
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or centuries, U.S. Patent law has
required inventors to disclose details
. intheir pátent applications about theÍr
preferred ways to carry out their inventions.
Originally, this requirement was known in
terros of disclosing "the whole of the truth"3
of the invention, bu! is now known as "the
best mode."4 Potential consequences of
failing to comply with the requirement
incIuded a court rulillg of invalidity or
unenforceability of the inventor's patento

For many years, 1 and others have
expressed concerns over the subjectivity of
best mode jurisprudence, and have called
for repair or even elimination of the requirement. 5 The basic problem is that courts have
applied seven different standards to determine whethet someone has violated the best
mode requirement. 6 Accordingly, no patent
applicant ever knows whether they are truIy
complying with the requirement when they
file their patent application, and everyone
who litigates the requirement spends inordinate resources to do so. The requirement
is broken.
So last year, in response to the concerns,
Congress wounded - but did not kill- the
best mode requirement when it enacted
the America Invents Act ("the AIA").7 In
so doing, the House Judiciary CommiUee
acknowledged that an inventor's best mode
disclosure is "part of the important tradeo!f
that underlies the patent laws: the grant of
a limited-term monopoly in exchange for
disclosure of the invention."8. Therefore,
Congress preserved the requirement, and
eIiminated sorne - but not all - of the
consequences of non-compliance with the
requirement.
And now, perhaps because of aIl the
other excitement surrounding the new patent law, many patent practitioners and
scholars have prematurely concluded that
Congress eliminated the best mode require-ment as a basis for lítigation. But that
conclusion is incorrect because it fails to
account for the powerful equitable discretion of the courts.

IIOTHER DEFENSES UNAFFEOED"
Congress did not explain, through Iegislative history or otherwise, its' decision
not to eliminate the -best-mode requirement entirely. But the House Judiciary
Committee did provide the following
hint in its' AlA Hóuse report: " ... the
Act includes a provision that eliminates
the best mode as a basis for invalidíty
and unenforceability defenses under Sec.
282; other tkfenses are U1ll!ffected."9
Unfortunately, the House did not elaborate
on the other defenses it had in mind. Maybe
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the House meant de!enses other than besí
mode defenses, like defenses related to
the enablement and wriUen description
requirements of patent law.
Or maybe the House meant soinething
eIse. As many lawyers Iearned in law
school, courts decide legal disputes "at
law" and "in equity" depending on the remedy sought in litigation. For example, when
an owner of a patent sues an infringer for
making a product covered by the patent, the
patent owner may seek a legal remedy. The
legal remedy is typically monetary damages, such as reasonable royalties on sales
of the patented products. AIternatively,
or additionalIy, the owner often seeks an
equitable remedy. The equitable remedy
is usually an injunction that compeIs the
infringer to stop production of the patent
product, effectively putting the infringer out
of business covered by the patento
Powerful as they are, injunctions are
granted to patent litigants subject to principIes of equity.lO Such principIes are embodied in fundamental equitable niaxims like
"no one shall be permitted 10 found any
claim upon his own iniquity," and "he who
comes into equity must come with clean
hands."u Accordingly, when courtsdetermine how best to exercise their equitable
discretion, courts balance the interests of
the litigants, and wiIl deny equitable remedies to patent holders who act contrary to
the public interest. 12
For instance, if a patent fails to disclose
the inventor's best mode, the patent will
be in vioIation oí the public interest. As
such, a court will deem the patent· holder
to have "unclean hands" which will justify
the court in exercising its' equitable discretion 10 deny injunctive relief to the patent
holder. If so, the court will relegate the
patent holder to remedies at law, including
recovery of actual damages. 13
Failure to disclose the best mode may
also aifect damage calculations. Namely, if
the patent infringer willfully infringed the
patent, the patent holder also may request
an award of statutory enhanced damages.
But the patent holder may be shocked wnen
the court denies the request. The court is
obligated lo grant actual damages by operation of law, but the court awaros enhanced
damages in its' equitable díscretion. 14
So, if Congress as a whole truIy intended
to eliminate the best mode requirement
in Íts entirety, it had the opportunity to
do so last year. But it did not and, to the
contrary, the. House stressed the importance of the requirement. Unfortunately,
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the requirement lS no less broken now
than it was before the AlA, and it still
needs to be fixed. Instead, Congress merely
eliminated the defenses of invalidity and
unenforceability, but Ieft "other defenses
unaffected. "

fEEUNG LUCKY?
For a patent owner or practltwner,
know what you are thinking. How will the
courts view failures to comply with the
best mode requirement? Will they ignore
equity jurisprudence and dismiss the best
mode equitable defense? Or will they see
inequitable omissions and, consequently,
deny patent owner requests for equitable
relief including injunctions and enhanced
damages? Well, you've got to ask yourself
one question: Do you feeI Iucky?
If you saw the movie, you know it did not
end well for the perpetrator. So, when you are
advising inventors about their duties of patent
application disclosure, you should consider
the serious risk that a court will find a faiIure
to comply with the best mode requirement
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and, thus, deny the remedies of injunctive
relief and enhanced damages.
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